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The tiny bang story game walkthrough

The scene: a train station. A young man stands at the open gate of a departing train. His girlfriend's facing him on the platform. They're in the middle of a heartbreaking goodbye. Wait. Cut. Let's get back to that. Click here. Advertisement The interior of the house, from above, in a simple floor plan. Loud music blares. The same young man is trying to learn. He has an exam the
next morning. The frustration mounts as you flits from room to room. Scene! Computer games have long been a place to escape reality. But a new game designed and built by a 25-year-old Italian pulls players back into everyday life, back to funny, sad and ultimately very familiar places. It's called Memoir En Code, a strangely sharp, almost beautifully minimalist game in which
players step straight into creator Alex Camilleri's life. This, as shown in the opening slate, is an autobiographical game album with eight mini-chapters that players can click through to discover more secrets from the developer. Memoir En Code is not the first autobiographical computer game. For example, there is the dys4ia of Anna Anthropy, which chronicles her experiences with
hormone replacement therapy, or The Curse, Lizzie Stark, which focuses on hereditary breast cancer. But the concept is still largely untapped. Since the choice between blasting the Death Star into bits or getting to know an introverted, freshly minted game designer, most players instinctively reach for the blaster. In fact, it's a central question for Memoir En Code and games like
this: Why would anyone care about the developer in the first place? Camilleri fully understands. I almost believe I have nothing to tell you. I think my life is not that interesting, he says from his home in Sweden. But I think it might be something small until people resonate with it. It may not be a great resume, but it can still be something very personal. I thought it would just take a lot
of memories and make them interactive. It's a lot deeper than I thought. I was so attached to the project that it was very, honestly, very difficult to release this game. Alex Camilleri, Creator, Memoir En Code So this is memoir en code. At the first stop, Stories from my desk, players gently overturn depictions of coins (euros, Swedish kronor and Danish kronor), photographs (his
family in Sicily, he and his girlfriend, the couple's dogs Jojo and Boogie) and the camera (Not sure they can afford this hobbit anymore, says one of the inscriptions) that offer insight into Camilleri's life. There are chapters that take place on the beach in Sicily, the Netherlands (where he moved to learn game design), a house in Italy and a train station. They're all very personal, yet
universal. Even though the game is about me, the gaming experience is mostly about simple life events that can resonate, says Camilleri. Like the train station. When he lived in the Camilleri and his girlfriend had a long-term relationship. Saying goodbye was hard. The music of the game, the dialogue between the two characters - depicted in a sharp '70s font of numbers - the
silence and smooth graphics refer to the sadness and heaviness of the moment. The game isn't necessarily about being in a long-distance relationship between me and my girlfriend. It's about the loneliness you can feel with the feeling of long-distance relationships and goodbye, says Camilleri. Which can be the same for a lot of people. The scene in the house, another example.
It's almost Pac-Man-like simplicity, deliberately yes, with a circle representing Camilleri and a dotted line showing his travels. The scene is based on his home in Sicily. It was impossible to study in the house, says Camilleri. I designed this mindset to be OK, it's a game of avoiding noise, when the truth is, it was about not being in my own place. And my need for independence.
Which is something that emerged during development. Camilleri learned a lot about himself in the six months, or was it for him to design and build Memoir En Code. I thought it would just take a lot of memories and make them interactive. It got a lot deeper than I thought, he says. I was so attached to the project that it was very, honestly, very difficult to release this game. Because
then you're so afraid that people will judge you. The game came out a few weeks ago and has been well received, Camilleri says. The whole experience was important for a designer who had just opened his own studio. (The game was first released under Camilleri's one-man company, Kalopsia.) Now he's working with some friends on another game, POKU. The release of
Memoir En Code was also a huge relief. Secrets and all. In addition to the train scene, Camilleri was most nervous about sharing a part of the game titled Otoloop, in which the protagonist - the young man, Camilleri - looks in a mirror and sees himself with his ears that are too big (this picture is on top of the article). The player, with the arrows on the keyboard, can grow the
character's hair over his ears, and then cut the hair later, which turns out to be an endless loop. Based on Camilleri's childhood self-image. And since life sometimes goes to life, Camilleri is still long, wearing her dark hair on her ears. It's such a silly thing to get stuck in your head when you're young, he says, if you're so obsessed with people judging you. This, like many Memoir
En Code, turns out to be something that everyone applies to. The story doesn't always come from dialogue. Smart game developers know how to forward sites and trigger emotion through a number of other ways; music score, pictures, color palate, facial expression - the possibilities are endless. And often stories are all the stronger if we don't resort to words. As the old
screenwriter adage goes: Don't tell him. In light of this, we have compiled a list of eight video games that tell an immersive story and immerse themselves in their world without using a single spoken word. RiMERiME. (Image credit: Tequila Works) There's something strangely comforting about rime's environmental atmosphere. Sound, visuals and gameplay come together to forge
the story of a lost boy, a mysterious island and a journey home. The narrative itself is literally engraved in the archipelago, where our protagonist washed it down. Cave paintings refer to the origin of the strange islands, and every mechanical puzzle the boy completes dissolves a segment of lost history. Led by a magical fox, the boy wanders the island looking for every jagged rock
and turquoise bay in search of answers. Although the game offers no definitive resolution, elevated scores, intricate expressions on the face of our protagonist and dream-like cutscenes tell an abstract tale of grief, despair, and, most importantly, hope. The garden among the gardens. (Image credit: The Voxel Agents) Puzzle games often sacrifice narrative to focus on complex
puzzle mechanics. However, this is not the case with The Gardens Between. Set on a series of sandbox islands populated by a collection of items plucked straight from the memories of childhood friends Arina and Frendt, this indie gem combines story and enigmatic ease. The many objects inserted into each colorful stage (things like toy cars, alarm clocks and video game
consoles) reveal deep truths about the lives and relationships of these characters without a word even spoken. Controlling time is also part of the game, suggesting Arina and Frendt want to stay locked in the past and present, refuse to separate and move into their own different futures. The Gardens Between is a heart-wrencing tale of growing up and moving from childhood to
adulthood, a true coming-of-age tale told in an incredibly original way. The way of old people. (Image credit: Broken Rules) Your goal in Old Man's Journey is to help an old man on his travels, overcoming puzzles while keeping the beautiful watercolor world around him. This is a simple game with simple graphics, fed by a simple point and click system. But this simplicity is
purposeful and allows the story to be the focal point of the game. Guided by the content of the received letter, our elderly protagonist goes on a mission of self-reasve and reflection as he moves through vibrant cities and bustling ports in his own personal history. Speechless scenes depicting the youngster's early moments tell the old man's story, depicting a certain sadness that
remains even if his misty memories remain in the past. Travel. (Image credit: Thatgamecompany) Ask anyone who has played Journey with their thoughts on the game and you are likely to get the same answer; This game is a masterpiece. Somehow, Journey believes it's just about all great questions without utterance (expression of a single word). Fire up the game and you'll
have to deal with that sandy dunes melting soft pastel sky is the only point of interest to see a bright beacon erupting from a distant mountain. Our robbed traveler simply needs to get there. However, the sun-drenching sand will soon turn into dark caves, where drastic changes in the colour palate will change the pace and tone of the game. The accompanying score is impressive
too, with the soaring orchestral swell saying more than any conversation ever did. Virginia, Virginia. (Image credit: Changing state) Virginia has been nominated by some as a run for the mill walking simulator. However, Virginia offers a lot more than that, that if, as a player, you're willing to really dig into what's going on. The players are in charge of newly-commissioned FBI agent
Anne Tarver as she handles the first missing person case. Gameplay is broken down into forty-two chapters, most of which only take seconds or minutes before sudden time and location transitions break away. The general story of Virginia may seem vague, but on a deeper level a seriously worthwhile tale can be put together with all the metaphorical clues, images and
soundtracks. Abzû Abzû. (Image credit: Giant Squid Studios) At first glance, Abzû seems to focus on delivering nothing more than a relaxing, colorful sea experience. But, just like the real seas of Abzû draws inspiration, there is much more lurking beneath the surface. The ocean acts as a player's world, and as the water flows from secessional bays to the bottomless mass of
open water, the playable diver will be pulled through them by an invincible current. Abzû's narrative is hidden in strange dream sequences that don't necessarily make sense in the beginning if they are examined by themselves, but when we put them together, a powerful story appears. One has to leave you questioning exactly what it is you just witnessed long after the loans roll.
Within. (Image credit: Playdead) Perhaps the darkest game on this list, Inside is a multi-award winning showcase that a color scheme, experimental musical score and intricate backgrounds can elevate the title of excellence. Inside he plays heavily on the 2D puzzler's roots, but interactions occurring from Orwellian backgrounds slowly begin to ask questions about the nature of the
boy's adventure in the strange science lab he eventually finds himself lost inside. The first few sequences of these interactions are vague and forgettable, but soon unsettling, then disturbing, and then something completely different. Without talking or writing text, it remains for the player to untangle the peculiar story Inside. Fan theories have emerged since the game was released
in 2016, but PlayDead (Inside's developer) is silent on the solid answer. Ultimately, the story of the boy's fate, and the reasoning of his journey all decide the player. I'm GrisGris. (Image credit: Nomada Studio) Gris deals with one of life's most difficult Sorrow. Facing the blank canvas of the white sky, a female figure casts a solitary silhouette. Falling from the sky, he eventually
lands far below the dreary landscape free of color. As she moves into the abandoned world, she gradually returns to color as well, an elegant metaphor for the journey back to tragedy. Each color represents a particular emotion and gives a different depth to both the story and the protagonist, emphasizing our relationship with him and the emotional tale. Color is the language
developers use to communicate the story and resonate at a deep and powerful level. Read more: The best adventure games on PC
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